
Notes and News
A 'ROMANO-SAXON' POT IN THE NATIONAL MUSEUM OF WALES
(FIG. 78)

The vessel illustrated in FIG. 78, which belongs to J. N. L. Myres's 'Romano-Saxon'
series, Group B,' was purchased in 1902 by the Welsh Museum of Natural History,
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FIG. 78
'ROMANO-SAXO~' POT FROM UNDLEY, SUFFOLK. Sc.

Art and Antiquities, now incorporated into the National Museum of Wales. It is stated
to have been found at Undley (near Mildenhall), Suffolk. The vessel is in a hard,
flower-pot type of fabric, with superficial slight black smears. The clay is also faintly
micaceous. The vessel is wheel-turned, and appears to have been finished by a flat
burnishing tool, since the surface is here and there slightly rilled. The groups of three
conical impressions are deep enough just to mark the inside of the pot; the bosses, not
quite circular and hence perhaps made with the smoothed end of a bone, have evidently
been made by exerting finger-tip pressure from the inside-where, in the appropriate
place, finger-marks are visible-against such a hollow tool applied on the outside. The
finishing process alluded to then removed any smudge or mark from the outside, and
from the inside of the mouth.

This vessel can be compared very closely with one illustrated by Myres,' said to
come from London-a vessel which Myres was unable to locate in any of the London
collections, and knew solely from an illustration in John Ward's The Roman Era in
Britain.s Since Ward was in fact responsible for the purchase of the Undley pot in the

,]. N. L. Myres, 'Romano-Saxon Pottery,' in Dark-age Britain: Studies pres. to E. T. Leeds (ed. D. B.
Harden, 1956), pp. 16-39.

2 Ibid., fig. 3, p. 34, no. 6.
1 (191 I), fig. 46, p. 167, no. I.
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first place, in his capacity as Curator of the old Cardiff Museum; and since at the same
?r a similar time several Roman pots with London proveniences were also bought, there
IS much more than a suspicion that the vessel here illustrated is actually that shown by
Ward in his book; in which case the London origin given must be an unnoticed slip
of the pen. Dr. Myres agrees with this view, and it is on his suggestion that I publish it.

GEORGE C. BOON

THE DERBY BONE PIECE (FIG. 79)
The first antiquary to come into contact with the Derby bone piece was Llewellynn

]ewitt, who applied to George Stephens for a reading of the runes in 1884. A few years

FIG. 79
THE DERBY BO:";'E PIECE WITH RUNIC INSCRIPTION. Sc. 1

later it was acquired for the British Museum." The only information on its place of origin
is that it was obtained through Mr. Gunston from Mr. Bemrose of Derby. It was
published by Stephens, but since then has not been given much attention by runologists,s
and in two English works a translation only has been given, without explanation. 6

The only easily accessible drawing copies the runes inaccurately. As this is one of the
very few clear and genuine Anglo-Saxon inscriptions which seem to make sense, it seems
desirable to present a new drawing and full discussion.

The object is a rectangular strip of bone, 9 em. X 2' 3 em. X o- 3 em., flat on all
surfaces. What appear to be two small rivet-holes filled with rust are visible at either
end of the first upright stroke of the third rune, and they show also on the reverse. A
double incised border runs along both the long sides, and although the right end is
broken, it can be seen that the border turns the corner without a break. At the left end
the outer line is discontinued but the inner line turns and goes on as an irregular, wavy
line. The panel is filled with a runic inscription which begins near the left edge and
stops well short of the other end, although halfway through the writer compressed the
characters more, even resorting to a bind-rune to save space.

4 B.M. Reg. No. 9°8-10 8.
s George Stephens, The Old Northern Runic Monuments, IV (1901), 47-49; T. von Grienberger and F.

Holthausen in Zeitschr . .f deutsche Philologie, XLI, 419; XLII, 331 f.; XLIII, 377-8.
6 B.M. Anglo-Saxon Guide (1923), p. 118, fig. 151; R. W. V. Elliott, Runes (1959), p. 73, fig. 25·




